
Exercise Gaganshakti-2018: Mass
Casualty Evacuation
As part of the ongoing massive IAF exercise ‘Gaganshakti-2018’, the Indian
Air Force conducted a Mass Casualty Air Evacuation Drill in the Northern
sector. 88 Casualties were airlifted from Leh and taken to Chandigarh by
C-17.
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Press release: PM calls with world
leaders: 14 April 2018

A Downing Street spokesperson said:

Following the successful strikes made against the Syrian Regime’s
chemical weapons sites earlier today by the UK, France and United
States, Prime Minister Theresa May is speaking to a number of her
fellow world leaders.

Those who she has spoken to so far are Mohammad Bin Salman Al Saud;
King Abdullah of Jordan; Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia; President
Erdogan of Turkey; President Anastasiades of Cyprus; Prime Minister
Gentiloni of Italy; Chancellor Merkel of Germany; EU President
Donald Tusk; Prime Minister Turnbull of Australia and Prime
Minister Trudeau of Canada.

The PM explained that the action the UK has taken with our American
and French allies was limited, carefully targeted and designed to
alleviate humanitarian suffering, degrade the Syrian Regime’s
chemical weapons capability and deter their use in the future. The
response was not just to the Douma attack but to a series of
devastating assaults on the Syrian people by their government.

All of the leaders agreed with the Prime Minister on the importance
of restoring the international norm that the use of chemical
weapons is never acceptable.
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NOTE: The PM is continuing to speak with her fellow leaders and updates will
be issued in due course.

Missing man in Wan Chai located
     A man who went missing in Wan Chai has been located.
      
     Zhao Guan-jie, aged 38, went missing after he left his residence in Wan
Chai on April 13. His family made a report to Police on the same day.
 
     The man was located in Ngong Ping in Lantau Island yesterday night
(April 14). He sustained no injuries and no suspicious circumstances were
detected.

Press release: PM calls with President
Macron and President Trump: 14 April
2018

A Downing Street spokesperson said:

In separate calls, the Prime Minister this afternoon spoke with
President Macron and President Trump.

The three leaders agreed that the military strikes taken against
the Syrian Regime’s chemical weapons sites had been a success.

The Prime Minister welcomed the public support which had been given
by fellow world leaders for the strong stand the UK, France and the
United States had taken in degrading Syria’s chemical weapons
capability and deterring their use; defending global rules; and
sending a clear message that the use of chemical weapons can never
become normalised.
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Statement by President Jean-Claude
Juncker on the situation in Syria

Last night, France, the United Kingdom and the United States responded in a
coordinated military action to the heinous chemical weapons attack carried
out by the Syrian regime against civilians in Douma on 7 April. As the
European Commission has stated, the use of chemical weapons is unacceptable
in any circumstances and must be condemned in the strongest terms. The
international community has the responsibility to identify and hold
accountable those responsible of any attack with chemical weapons. This was
not the first time that the Syrian regime has used chemical weapons against
civilians but it must be the last. As it enters its 8th year of conflict,
Syria desperately needs a lasting ceasefire respected by all parties that
paves the way for achieving a negotiated political solution through the
United Nations-led Geneva process, to bring peace to the country once and for
all. After the suffering they have endured, Syrians deserve nothing less.
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